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CHAIRWORDS
Hello there!              

This will be my last ‘Hello There’ as I face retirement. Over the past 57 years I
have been privileged to be connected with the Unitarian Church’s  ups and
downs.   We  have  had  lovely  and  sad  times,  that  many  of  us  have  shared.
Please  continue  to  support  the  officers,  particularly  through  the  next  few
months.

Thank you all for supporting the church and its activities and decisions. Stay
together even if we don’t always agree. It is the Church that matters. Please
welcome all who come through the doors.

See you as often as I can. 
Bless  you all.  Joy each day and take care.
Your chairman,
Marie.

FRIENDSHIP

Friendship's rays brighten up the day,
As constant attention to each other we pay.
Kind words are exchanged over the phone,

So in any need one would not feel alone.
When an emergency arises true friends there are

To lend a hand or the problem to share.

Along life's way true friends are there to stay,
Sharing the ups and downs in a practical way.

Close friendships are special and rare,
As for one another they extend special care.

As the days and years come and go,
The nearer and dearer true friends grow,

Somehow it would seem through the passing years,
Bonding the friendship is through smiles and tears.

Submitted by Dorothy Morgan



CHURCH NOTICES.
Mrs Marie Penn

Marie, after a period of careful deliberation, has decided that it is time for her
to step down from the role  of  Chairman of  the Trustees.   No-one is  more
deserving of a break from the pressures which such a leadership role carries.
In recent years Marie despite failing health has achieved the degree of stability
within the church it needed if it is to make progress.  It has no doubt at times
seemed  a  thankless  task  striving  for  consensus on  important  issues  when
there is a divergence of views.  It will be a hard act to follow.  

May  she  for  many  years  to  come  continue  to  enjoy  the  fellowship  of  our
church  but  hopefully  with  less  worry  and  feel  supported  by  the  love  of
members  and  friends  appreciative  of  the  fifty  plus  years  of  service  to  the
ministry of our church.
M.T.

Congregational Meeting

Please note that there is a Congregational Meeting on Sunday, 1st December.

Christmas Chamberlain Service

We are delighted that,  on  Sunday 15th December, the Rev Bill  Darlison,
President of the General Assembly of Unitarian and Free Christian Churches,
will  be conducting this  service.  It  is  an afternoon service at  3.00 pm to
which we invite the residents of the Chamberlain Trust Almshouses.  After the
service there will be a buffet tea.  Please take the opportunity to invite friends
to join us on this special occasion.

Development Matters

We have agreed a price with the Hull City Council to purchase the small parcel
of land directly adjacent to the church and the legal process to finalise the
transaction is now under way.  The land will become part of the new parking
and landscape area integral to the proposed building project to improve the
facilities of the church.



A Seasonal get-together (Light-hearted Entertainment)
        SATURDAY 7th DECEMBER  at 6 for 6.15 pm

Buffet  Supper,  Raffle  and  Entertainment  by  Barry  (and  friend)
and Bernard (Music, poetry , readings , singalong etc).  

£5 (to Barry please by 1st December)

    Please Try and Support your Church Events,  (Dogs Welcome)

Typhoon Appeal
 

The Executive Committee of the 
General Assembly, meeting on the 
15th November in Manchester, issued 
the following appeal to all 
congregations and individual Unitarians.

We have been deeply moved by the recent disaster in the Philippines and feel
that Unitarians throughout the UK will wish to do all they can to help those
who are suffering from the results of Typhoon Haiyan.

We ask that each congregation, district and affiliated society agrees to donate
an absolute minimum of £10 immediately to  the Red Cross. When received,
the  money  will  be  immediately  available  to  the  Disaster  Emergency
Committee Fund (DEC).

£10 will buy 5 blankets; £18 will buy a food parcel for 5 people; £260 will buy
a tent for five people.

Donations by cheque should be sent to:
Laura Deacon 
British Red Cross, 



44 Moorfields, London, EC2Y 9AL 

Cheques  should  be  made  payable  to  British  Red  Cross  with  ‘Clara  Barton
Typhoon Appeal’ clearly marked on the back, 
alternatively, you can go directly to :
http://www.redcross.org.uk/
 so that you can donate online.

 YORKSHIRE UNITARIAN UNION 
YORK (St. Saviourgate Unitarian Chapel) 

SATURDAY JANUARY 18th

    The programme will include:

 Worship
 Quarterly Business Meeting
 Using Facebook (Stephen Carlile)
 Joint  Ministries  –  Two  students  from  UCM

join us to share their views and talk with us
(to be confirmed)

A  detailed  timetable  will  be  issued  once  the
programme  is  fixed  –  meanwhile  reserve  January
18th for a good Unitarian day in York.

All  are  of  course  welcome  at   YUU  Quarterly
Meetings

What do elves learn in school?
The elfabet.

How many letters in the elfabet?
Only twenty-five, because of Noel.



LISTENING

Listen to the silence and pause a little
while,
Silence is a healer to the inner soul and
mind.
Take deep breaths and then relax.
Calmness will descend,
To take you through your many tasks 
until the day will end.

Listen, listen, listen and try to understand,
A friend may need your help, an inner conflict apprehend.

A silence may be all they ask,
To help in the despair.

Just someone who will listen, may their confidence repair.
A hand to hold, a kindly look, a silence to inspire.

Listen to your memories, particularly those of yesteryear,
The childhood memories may bring a smile,

Stay quiet for a while and don't forget,
A character was built from all those incidents,

Yes! Even those you may regret.

Listen to the sound of pebbles, as the gentle water ripples down the stream,
Tidal water lapping beaches, shallow pools, a child's dream.

Sounds of mighty waves and roaring seas, when the wind whips up the spray.
All these things make music, if you will listen sometime in the day.

Listen to the birds and trees, the music, the occasional breeze,
The gentle movement as branches sway, the message of another day,

Is heralded by song and flutter of the wings, joyful in all the sounds they utter.
The sparkling frost and winter snow, enough to make our fingers glow.

And then reality returns, we're glad to have a fire, which burns.

Submitted by Marie Penn



I  would like to thank all  those who donated money towards my sponsored
walk. The total raised in aid of Medecins Sans Frontieres was £325. I thought I
would take this opportunity of outlining the work of Medecins Sans Frontieres
(MFS).
MFS was originally a French organization founded by Bernard Kouchner in
1971.  Now it  is  a  large international  organization with its headquarters in
Geneva Switzerland. It is best known for its projects in war torn regions and
developing  countries  facing  endemic  diseases.  It  is  a  non-governmental
organization  with  the  belief  that  people  have  a  right  to  medical  care
regardless  of  race,  religion,  creed or  political  affiliation.  Its  English  title  is
'Doctors  Without  Borders'.  Doctors  and  nurses  volunteer  their  services  to
solve issues of world health. At the time of writing (13 Nov) MFS are working
on both sides of the conflict in Syria but some of their locations are kept secret
for such is the ruthlessness of the conflict that hospitals and schools are the
targets of bombs and shelling.  Also 200 tonnes of medical  and relief  items
have been dispatched to the Philippines where there are MSF volunteers on
the ground.  Medecins  Sans Frontieres  has  been awarded The Nobel  Peace
Prize.

Once again thank you for your support for this worthwhile cause.
Bernard McHugh

HINGE OF THE YEAR

Time  pushes  the  sullen  door  of  winter;
Hinges  creak  and  criticize.
Through  the  solstice  crack  of  winter
Flood  the  earth's  nativities. 

Leonard Mason



FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Like many Unitarians I cannot say that I believe in the Christmas story in the
same way that conventional Christians do: the immaculate conception, leading
to the birth of  the son of  God.  However,  I  do still  find this  biblical  drama
deeply compelling.  As  a  child,  at  this  time we would be preparing for  our
annual  school  nativity  play:  wrapping  tea  towels  around  our  heads  and
wearing our pyjamas or curtains over our clothes to be magically transformed
into  shepherds  in  the  desert.  My  working  class  primary  school  had  no
particular  connection  with  any  church,  but  we  still  did  our  nativity  play,
although our concern with the baby Jesus was not to drop him too much, or
for Mary not to get him upside down! We didn't really think of him as other
than just a baby. It was easier to relate to the stern inn landlord unable to find
any room for the desperate couple. 

I  always  liked  the  guiding  star,  because  in  the  cold  December
night it was easy to see your own guiding stars glittering away
and imagine them guiding you on. Now the couple bedding down
in the stable somehow seems appropriate,  because the child is
born into a world surrounded by other creatures of our planet,
establishing an interconnectivity. Not one necessarily shared by
people in those days, who, as in ancient Britain, depended on the

raising of these animals to provide food and clothing simply to survive. But I
imagine the shepherds bringing their fleece to keep the baby warm, because
word had got around about this couple, who had only a stable for shelter. The
three wise men falling soft and leaving the cosy bar to go and offer some treats
to cheer up Mary and Joseph. 

Joseph sticks with his  girl,  despite the shock of  the unexpected pregnancy,
perhaps the most famous early example. Like many another couple down the
centuries, together they cope with the appearance of this baby, in a strange
place, in a strange town. Our magazine highlights the plight of many another
struggling family, battered by the storms of the heavens or of war. I am sure
we will  join with the shepherds and wise men in offering our gifts to help
those suffering at this time, wherever they may be.

May I wish you peace and happiness for  Christmas and the New Year, 2014.
Keith Brown



A SLOW DAY AT THE OFFICE

Three Unitarians arrive at the Pearly Gates, much to their own surprise and
that  of  St.  Peter,  who  upon  checking  his  records  realizes  that  these  three
people have led fully exemplary lives, they aren’t Christian, and Heaven is only
for Christians, and they shouldn’t be up here in the first place.

But it’s a slow day, and St. Peter is in a good mood. So he offers them a deal:
“I’m going to ask each of you a question, and if you answer correctly, I’ll let you
into heaven. But if you get it wrong, to Hell with you.” 

They decide this is as good a deal as they’re likely to get, and so Peter asks the
first  one, “Explain the meaning of Easter..”  The guy scratches his head,  and
says “Isn’t that where there’s a fat guy in a red suit with reindeer, and you get
presents, and– AAAAAAUUUUGGGGHHHHH!!!” as St. Peter pushes the big red
button and the poor fellow is hurled into the pits of Hell.

So Peter asks the second one the same question. She looks confused and then
says,  “Um,  yeah,  you’ve  got  this  bunny hopping around  hiding  eggs  under
bushes,  and– AAAAAAUUUUGGGGHHHHH!!!”  as Peter  hits  the button again
and she’s cast down to the place of eternal damnation.

The third Unitarian  comes up and Peter asks him the same question.  He’s
prepared for this, however- he took a Comparative Religions course and he
knows his stuff. “OK, Jesus was arrested in Gethsemane after Judas betrayed
him, he was hauled before Pilate and sentenced to death, he was crucified on
the Mount of Calvary and buried in a tomb with a rock rolled in front of the
door–” Peter’s relaxing, he’s going to get to let someone in today, he’s already
reaching for the green button– “and if  he comes out  and sees  his  shadow,
there’ll be six more weeks of winter, but– AAAAAUUUUGGGGHHHHH!!!”

Little boy: “Teacher, what do you call Santa’s helpers?”
Teacher: “Subordinate Clauses.” 

What do psychiatrists call someone who is afraid of Santa?
Claustrophobic. 



THE MOMENT OF MAGIC
Now is the moment of magic,

when the whole, round earth turns again toward the sun,

and here's a blessing:
the days will be longer and brighter now,

even before the winter settles in to chill us.

Now is the moment of magic,
when people beaten down and broken,

with nothing left but misery and candles and their own clear voices,
kindle tiny lights and whisper secret music,

and here's a blessing:
the dark universe is suddenly illuminated by the lights of the menorah,

suddenly ablaze with the lights of the kinara,
and the whole world is glad and loud with winter singing.

Now is the moment of magic,
when an eastern star beckons the ignorant toward an unknown goal,

and here's a blessing:
they find nothing in the end but an ordinary baby, 

born at midnight, born in poverty, and the baby's cry, like bells ringing, makes
people wonder as they wander through their lives, 

what human love might really look like, 
sound like, 

feel like.

Now is the moment of magic,
and here's a blessing:

we already possess all the gifts we need;
we've already received our presents:

ears to hear music,
eyes to behold lights,

hands to build true peace on earth
                     and to hold each other tight in love.                   

    Victoria E. Safford  Source: UUA

http://www.uua.org/worship/authors/5505.shtml


ADRIAN'S TAKE ON MINISTRY

The A1079 trunk road from Hull centre to York centre is not fit for purpose
and a railway that direction is a restorationist's dream. The alternative is a
longer but quicker drive past Drax power station or a railway journey that
often  involves  changing  at  Doncaster.  We  would  have  enough  difficulty
attracting a suitable minister for both York and Hull and then subjecting he or
she to the journeying involved, never mind the cost.

However, I have a radical suggestion that takes into account the geographical
spread  of  the  Leonard  Chamberlain  Trust  (LRT),  an  appeal  to  ministry
candidates and Hull having a full time minister whilst yet keeping variety in
the  Hull  pulpit,  and  meeting  obligations  towards  the  Yorkshire  Unitarian
Union.

Via the LRT Hull attracts a full time minister but the job description limits the
minister to taking two services a month. Other times, the minister educates
and trains lay people to take services. The minister is primarily pastoral, but
even trains lay people to do this.

What is also offered, and would attract adventurous types, is the freedom to
start a congregation in Selby. This would be a development ministry half the
time. The minister would get into Selby life as would get into Hull life,  but
what is learnt developing one place can be tried in the other. In a new location
the  minister  would  have  space  to  try  various  strategies,  underpinned  by
finance and support from Hull.

I  am  sure  that  many  ministers  would  love  the  challenge  to  fashion  a
congregation first around themselves and then to give it the wherewithal to
build  under  its  own  resources.  Selby  to  Hull  travel  is  speedier  and  less
congested than the A1079.

Beverley is too close to Hull to build a new congregation there, but Selby is to
go out west and be a useful new place before Wakefield and in between York
and  Doncaster.  So  others  could  support  it  as  well.  It  would  reverse  the
closures of the YUU. There was once a Unitarian chapel in Selby, and there is
no reason why a freedom-of-belief fellowship and then chapel cannot perform



a community gathering function in a town like Selby.

It might not work, but if it did work it would offer a model for other ministries
around  the  UK.  If  'Sunday  Assembly'  atheist  church'  can  develop
congregations, as it is presently, then so can a more variable and agnostic one
like the Unitarians.
 Adrian Worsfold.

THE FUNNY SIDE ?

We had an incident here at a local hotel.
They were having a chess convention, and several chess Grand Masters were 
in the lobby bar exchanging stories about their chess exploits.
The manager came and threw them all out!
When asked why, he said, “If there’s one thing I can’t stand, it’s chess nuts 
boasting in an open foyer.”

What do you get when you cross a snowman with a vampire?
Frostbite. 



THE UNIVERSAL INCARNATION

Around the crib all peoples throng
In honour of the Christ-child's birth,

And raise again the ancient song:
'Goodwill to all, and peace on earth.'

But not alone on Christmas morn
Was God made one with humankind:

Each time a girl or boy is born,
Incarnate deity we find.

This Christmastide let us rejoice
And celebrate our human worth,

Proclaiming with united voice
The miracle of every birth.

Round every crib all people throng
To honour God in each new birth,
And raise again the ancient song:

'Goodwill to all, and peace on earth.'

John Andrew Storey, (Hymns For Living).

The views expressed in Hull Unitarian magazine are solely those of the contributors
 and do not necessarily represent the views of Hull Unitarian Church.



CALENDAR OF EVENTS

We hold a regular Friday Coffee Morning, held in the Church between 10.30
and 12.00 noon. Often this is in support of local charities, (see the Reaching
Out item), and everyone is welcome to come along for a coffee and chat. 

We meet for worship on Sundays at 11.00 am. at our Park Street church:-

DECEMBER

Sunday 1st Service with Brinley Price, 11.00am. Followed by a 
Congregational Meeting

Sunday 8th Service with  Rosemary Arthur, 11.00am. 

Sunday 15th Service with  the Reverend Bill Darlison, 3.00pm. 

Sunday 22th Service with  Barry Cundill, 11.00am. 

Sunday 29th No Service.

JANUARY 2014

Sunday 5th Service with Adrian Worsfold, 11.00am.

Sunday 12th Service with  David Arthur, 11.00am. 

Sunday 19th Service with  Stephen Carlile, 11.00am. 

Sunday 26th Congregational Circle Service , 11.00am. 

Join us for worship. We sing, we reflect, we pray and meditate together. We
often listen to an address prepared by the worship leader. We draw from

sources of insight both traditional and modern. 
You will be very welcome. 




